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With the 5-S Plan you begin quitting while you still
smoke. This book is created to help you quit, and not
start smoking again. Tired of the negativity about
smoking? It is hard to deprive yourself of something
you love, like smoking, even though you know that it
is not good for you, or those around you. With the
5-S Plan , based on self-reward, you can enjoy your
accomplishments towards a possible permanent
smoke free life. This gradual process should reduce
stress, and encourage your future success. Whether
you have tried previous programs or not. To get
started you just need a pen tobacco, and this book!
Your Personal Stop Smoking PlanThe Revolutionary
Method for Quitting Cigarettes, E-Cigarettes and All
Nicotine ProductsAllen Carr's Easyway
Allen Carr established himself as the world's greatest
authority on helping people stop smoking, and his
internationally best-selling Easy Way to Stop
Smoking has been published in over 40 languages
and sold more than 10 million copies. In this classic
guide Allen applies his revolutionary method to
drinking. With startling insight into why w...
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Set yourself free from smoking. Strategy trumps
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willpower! Personal stories paired with moving
photographic portraits. Empathetic, non-judgmental
advice to stop smoking for good.Have you tried to
quit smoking, only to find yourself reaching for a
cigarette again and again? Tired of feeling bad about
your health and making promises to the ones that
love you? Set a "learning" mindset and reframe
these past quit attempts as trial runs. It's not your
fault that you are a smoker. Nicotine is incredibly
addictive, but you can beat it! Your amazing life as a
non-smoker lies just around the corner. This book
provides the friendly, positive support you need on
your quit smoking journey. Simply by reading this
book, you'll take an extremely important step to stop
smoking cigarettes and end nicotine addiction. Every
person's journey is different, and yours is unique.
The work that you're embarking on is shared by the
24 people interviewed for Learning to Quit. Join
millions of ex-smokers around the world who have
broken free from tobacco.You'll not only learn how to
quit smoking; the medical section will equip you with
vital health information. Learn how smoking effects
your lungs, heart, brain, mood, weight and
pregnancy. Explore different smoking cessation
medication options. Feel inspired learning how
quickly your health and quality of life will improve
after you smoke your last cigarette. Learn more
about the vaping controversy, plus vaping dangers
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and health risks.Suzanne Harris, RN, NCTTP and
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Paul Brunetta, MD cofounded the Fontana Tobacco
Treatment Center and are both former smokers.
They've offered assistance to over 1000 smokers
seeking help. They specifically developed Learning
to Quit share the action plan, knowledge and support
you need to take control of your health. This book is
not just about becoming smoke-free, it's also about
change; it's about radically changing your life by
ending a huge relationship-your tobacco
dependence.BONUS: This book includes access to
an entire library of free resources, including quit
plans, mindset exercises, nicotine dependence tests
and more!
Table of Contents Preface Smoking Habits Chapter
# 1: Why smoking is addictive Chapter # 2:
Identifying smoking triggers in your life Quitting that
Smoke Chapter # 3: Rules for quitting smoking
Chapter # 4: Additional tips to help you quit Chapter
# 5: Personal Stop Smoking Plan About Relapse and
Other Helpful resources Chapter # 6: Dealing With
Relapse Chapter # 7: Dealing with withdrawal
symptoms Chapter # 8: Additional resources
Conclusion About the Author Publisher Preface This
guide has been written for the sole purpose of aiding
cigarette addicts to help stop their smoking habits.
Studies have proven that the habit of smoking
cigarette is on the rise; this has lead to the increase
of so many negative effects including diseases and
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around the globe. This book illustrates reasons why
people smoke; it articulates a constructive
assessment plan as well as effective strategies that
have over time proven to be useful when quitting the
habit of smoking cigarettes. Lastly this guide also
provides useful resources for the reader for more
substantial and physical assistance from both local
and international programs and centers that usually
deal with cigarette addiction. It is the hope of the
author that it proves to be practical and also
convenient for the reader.
Helping you take control of your lifestyle, LIFETIME
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND WELLNESS, 15th
Edition, equips you with the most current information
and tools to make positive choices for your health.
The authors encourage you to assess your current
behaviors, identify problem areas and take practical
steps to start positive behavior changes for the long
term. Vivid illustrations and descriptive examples
throughout each chapter help you visualize important
concepts, while hands-on activities relate the content
to your own life. Empower yourself to make positive
changes and improve your health with LIFETIME
PHYSICAL FITNESS AND WELLNESS. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Stopping smoking is one of the most significant
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going to show you it can be simple. I've done it for
myself and helped hundreds of others do it too. I
have an 87% success rate and you can become one
of those successes if you will let me help you.
How to Quit Smoking ForeverReady to stop smoking?
These tips will help you kick the cigarette habit for
good.Why is quitting so hard?We all know the health
risks of smoking, but that doesn't make it any easier to
kick the habit. Whether you're an occasional teen
smoker or a lifetime pack-a-day smoker, quitting can be
really tough.Smoking tobacco is both a physical
addiction and a psychological habit. The nicotine from
cigarettes provides a temporary-and addictive-high.
Eliminating that regular fix of nicotine causes your body
to experience physical withdrawal symptoms and
cravings. Because of nicotine's "feel good" effect on the
brain, you may turn to cigarettes as a quick and reliable
way to boost your outlook, relieve stress, and unwind.
Smoking can also be a way of coping with depression,
anxiety, or even boredom. Quitting means finding
different, healthier ways to cope with those
feelings.Smoking is also ingrained as a daily ritual. It
may be an automatic response for you to smoke a
cigarette with your morning coffee, while taking a break
at work or school, or on your commute home at the end
of a hectic day. Or maybe your friends, family, or
colleagues smoke, and it's become part of the way you
relate with them.To successfully stop smoking, you'll
need to address both the addiction and the habits and
routines that go along with it. But it can be done. With the
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addiction-even if you've tried and failed multiple times
before.Your personal stop smoking planWhile some
smokers successfully quit by going cold turkey, most
people do better with a tailored plan to keep themselves
on track. A good quit plan addresses both the short-term
challenge of stopping smoking and the long-term
challenge of preventing relapse. It should also be tailored
to your specific needs and smoking habits.Questions to
ask yourselfTake the time to think of what kind of smoker
you are, which moments of your life call for a cigarette,
and why. This will help you to identify which tips,
techniques, or therapies may be most beneficial for
you.Are you a very heavy smoker (more than a pack a
day)? Or are you more of a social smoker? Would a
simple nicotine patch do the job?Are there certain
activities, places, or people you associate with smoking?
Do you feel the need to smoke after every meal or
whenever you break for coffee?Do you reach for
cigarettes when you're feeling stressed or down? Or is
your cigarette smoking linked to other addictions, such
as alcohol or gambling?
Read this book and become a happy non-smoker for the
rest of your life. The Allen Carr Easyway Method that has
successfully helped cure millions worldwide is equally as
successful for both men and women, but many of the
issues related to quitting smoking can be perceived
differently by women - as their questions in Easyway
sessions reveal - as well as the particular difficulties
facing women who want to quit the habit. In The
Illustrated Easy Way to Women to Stop Smoking, Allen
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This book not only enables women to easily and
painlessly escape the nicotine trap, but to do so without
gaining weight. With the brilliant writing skills and
illustrations of Bev Aisbett, Allen Carr's international bestselling Easyway Method is presented in a refreshing,
accessible, dynamic, and enjoyable way. To date, Allen
Carr's books have sold more than 15 million copies
worldwide and have been read by an estimated 40
million people, while countless more have been helped
to quit through his network of clinics. This phenomenal
success has been achieved not through advertising or
marketing but through the personal recommendations of
the ex-smokers who've quit with the method. Allen Carr's
Easyway Method has spread all over the world for one
reason alone: because it works! What women say about
Allen Carr's Easyway Method: "If you want to quit... it's
called the Easyway to Stop Smoking... I'm so glad I
stopped." Ellen deGeneres "Allen Carr's Easy Way to
Stop Smoking Program achieved for me a thing that I
thought was not possible - to give up a 30-year smoking
habit literally overnight. It was nothing short of a miracle."
Anjelica Huston "It's the only method that works. Thank
you!" Ruby Wax
Allen Carr's Easyway is the most successful stopsmoking method of all time. It has helped millions of
smokers from all over the world quit instantly, easily,
painlessly and permanently. Stop Smoking Now is the
new, cutting-edge presentation of the method. Updated
and set out in a clear, easy-to-read format, this book
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does not rely on willpower as it removes your
desire to smoke. It eliminates the fears that keep you
hooked and you won't miss cigarettes. It works both for
heavy and casual smokers and regardless of how long
you've been smoking. There are no gimmicks or scare
tactics, you won't put on weight, and you can even
smoke when you read. Allen Carr's books have sold over
15 million copies to date in more than 40 different
languages and Stop Smoking Now is the newest
presentation of the Easyway message, updated for the
21st century but still centred on the world's most
effective stop-smoking programme—the tried and tested
Easyway method, 'the one that works'. The Allen Carr
method has been presented here in a lively, informative
and streamlined way. This book brings the original
Easyway concept bang up do date, incorporating lessons
that have been learned from those who teach in the
global network of Allen Carr clinics. No one has more
experience of helping smokers quit.
In The 17 Day Plan to Stop Aging, Dr Mike Moreno author of the bestselling sensation The 17 Day Dietoffers an incredible four-cycle plan designed to help you
prevent or even reverse the symptoms of aging. There
are nine systems in your body that must all be in good
working order for you to function at your peak at any age:
circulatory, respiratory, nervous, immune, digestive,
endocrine, musculoskeletal, reproductive and urinary
systems. Dr Mike is giving readers all the strategies for
longevity that they need, from the exact nutrients that
can keep the body running at its peak to easy tips for
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same plan
of 17-day cycles that has worked so well for
people on The 17 Day Diet. Designed to work with any
lifestyle, The 17 Day Plan to StopAging shows how to
use nutrition, physical fitness and mental exercise to
keep your systems in excellent condition. The steps are
simple. The results are real.Highlights include: specific
foods to eat to properly manage your digestive system;
physical activities that will decrease the medical age of
your cardiovascular and respiratory system; cognitive
exercises to keep your mental systems young and sharp;
products, ingredients and regimens that will decrease
inflammation in the body, which, according to the latest
research out of Harvard School of Public Health can
improve everything from heart health and cognitive ability
to joint pain and one's general sense of happiness.
A fresh take on the Allen Carr method with all-new text.
Includes free hypnotherapy CD. Most drinkers are
convinced that it's almost impossible to stop drinking and
to free themselves from addiction; they also feel unable
to solve any of the widespread problems drinking
causes. The wonderful news is that this book shows you
how to stop immediately, painlessly and permanently.
This book understands drinkers and how they think and,
without being judgemental or patronising, takes them
through the process of how to get alcohol out of their
lives. Demonstrates how drinkers fall into the trap of
drinking, the psychology behind being addicted and how
to quit this mug's game once and for all. This book has
more compelling evidence than ever before that your
addiction to alcohol is much less physical than it is
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your mind thinks it needs. Stop Drinking Now
explains the mental process of addiction and how to
reverse that process easily, painlessly and permanently.
Allen Carr's Easy Way to Stop Smoking is a self-help
classic, with over 15m copies sold worldwide. It has been
a #1 bestseller in nine European countries. It outsells all
other quit smoking titles combined. This edition has been
developed specifically for smokers in the Canada. This
seminal book has enabled millions of smokers to quit
easily and enjoyably using Carr's simple, drug-free
approach.
READ LOSE WEIGHT NOW AND SOLVE YOUR
WEIGHT PROBLEM EASILY AND PAINLESSLY. Based
on the most successful self-help stop-smoking method of
all time, Lose Weight Now is a new, accessible form of
the bestselling Easyway method. Updated and set out in
a clear, easy-to-read format, this book makes it simpler
than ever before to get free. • A UNIQUE METHOD
THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE WILLPOWER • REMOVE
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NEED TO EAT JUNK FOOD •
BANISH EMOTIONAL EATING • REGAIN CONTROL
OF YOUR LIFE • MAKE EATING A PLEASURE AGAIN
**Includes hypnotherapy CD** What people say about
Allen Carr's Easyway method: "Your journey through
Allen Carr's book will be a revelation in discovering how
simple the answer to weight control can be." Dr PM Bray
MB, CHb, MRCGP "The Allen Carr program was nothing
short of a miracle." Anjelica Huston "I was exhilarated by
a new sense of freedom." The Independent "A different
approach. A stunning success." The Sun
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HOW TO STOP SMOKING AND DRINKING AND
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HAVE A FREE LIFE AT THE SAME TIME, EVEN IF
YOU CANNOT EVEN IMAGINE HOW YET Around
6.5 trillion cigarettes are sold worldwide each year,
which translates to roughly 18 billion cigarettes
smoked per day. Current Health Statistics: Tobacco
today kills around half of all smokers. Globally,
tobacco causes six million deaths per year. That's
one death every five seconds. Around 25% of all
heart disease deaths and 75% of lung disease
deaths are directly attributed to smoking irrespective
of any other cause. Every day, 3,200 Americans
under 18 will light up their first cigarette. An
estimated 88,000 people (approximately 62,000 men
and 26,000 women) die from alcohol-related causes
annually, making alcohol the third leading
preventable cause of death in the United States. The
first is tobacco, and the second is poor diet and
physical inactivity. IS THAT ENOUGH FOR YOU?
Life is also too complicated, addictions do nothing
but further hinder our well-being. Would you like to
discover the fairest and free way to live? Even if you
have no idea how to do it, this book will help you with
simple rules to follow to overcome all your addictions
quickly and effectively. And in no time your life will
become free! In this self-help guide, you'll find simple
steps to help you start to stop smoking, drinking and
consolidate your new healthy habits in a very short
time and by using a clear and precise method. In the
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book, THE CURE, The 20 step hypnotic program to
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eliminate alcohol and smoke addiction, a selfdiscipline guide for women and men By Ryan
O'Connor, you'll discover: List Your Personal
Reasons to Stop Smoking Plan your quitting strategy
Hypnosis to Quit Smoking Discuss Your Intention to
Stop Cigarettes With EVERY PERSON IN YOUR
LIFE 10 steps to Show You How To Quit Smoking
Seek out help from others who have quit before you
Tips And Advice to Quit Smoking How to set your
mindset to remove alcohol from your life How to
surround yourself by people without addictions The
benefits of nature and trekking Practical tips,
frequently asked questions, and many more
exclusive content that you will not find anywhere
else! Slips and Falls on the Path to Sobriety Need for
Outside Treatment and Self Help Groups
Professional Treatment And much more... This book
is best for: People who want to have the most
effective life and don't want to give up on their safe
drinking habits Everyone who wants to organize their
life in an efficient and easy way without addictions
People who have been smoking for a long time and
want to quit WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
SCROLL UP to the top of the page and click on
"BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK", and START YOUR
JOURNEY TO ELMINATE YOUR BAD ADDICTION.
Get Your Copy NOW!
Discover the Easiest Way to Quit Smoking With
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Carefully Designed 5-Week Plan and Transform
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Your Life for Better Have you tried to quit smoking,
to get rid of that nasty habit, but couldn't get all the
way there? Don't worry; with this book in your hands,
success is guaranteed. According to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, smoking is the
leading cause of preventable death. Cigarette
smoking is responsible for more than 480,000
deaths per year in the United States, including more
than 41,000 deaths resulting from secondhand
smoke exposure. That number is even higher
worldwide, where over 8 million people die from
tobacco use every year. If at least once in your life
you have thought about quitting smoking, but you
haven't "found the courage," this book is for you.
Inside these pages, you will find a comprehensive
and step-by-step guide that will transform your life
for the better, and you will finally free yourself from
the shackles of smoking. Written from the author's
personal experience, this book will accompany you
on your path to personal growth and to establish new
habits that will help you maintain a healthy and
enjoyable life. With a carefully designed 5-week
transformation plan, you will be guided through every
step of quitting process. You will learn how to swap
unhealthy habits with healthy ones, and be cheered
and supported by motivational phrases that will keep
you steady on your path. Here is what this book can
offer you: - 5-week plan to quit smoking - Guides to
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transform your life for the better - Step-by-step guide
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for changing your habits - Expert advice and
motivational support - And much more! If you want
an easy way to quit smoking, all you have to do is to
follow the guides and advice found inside this book it's that easy. What are you waiting for? Scroll up,
click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy
Now! ?
Allen Carr's Easyway method has helped millions of
people around the world to stop smoking and it has
also been successfully applied to a wide range of
other addictions, including gambling, overeating and
drinking alcohol. As the reader works their way
through this book, they write their own story of their
addiction to alcohol, analyzing their reasons for
drinking and their fears about life without drinking.
Guided by the interactive format, readers come to
recognize the truth about their drinking by recording
and examining their own beliefs, aspirations and
insights as they go along and are prompted to
rewrite the story of their life as a drinker with a
positive ending.
Short of time? Or have you stopped smoking and
found it difficult or even impossible to stay stopped?
If your answer to these questions is yes, then this is
the book for you (even if you've tried and failed using
Allen Carr's method in the past). Quit Smoking Boot
Camp is a revolutionary and concise version of the
world-famous Easyway method, delivered in short,
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punchy segments to help you quit with the minimum
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of fuss, with minimal effort, in a reassuringly
regimented and speedy way. Four days is all it takes
to transform your life. We recommend that you read
this book over just four days (though you might
choose to do it in less or even to take a little longer).
Choose your start date and four days later you can
be free. It's as simple as that. The Easyway Boot
Camp will help you change your mindset and quit
smoking, vaping, or using nicotine in any form easily
and immediately. What people say about Allen Carr's
Easyway method: "The Allen Carr program was
nothing short of a miracle." Anjelica Huston "It was
such a revelation that instantly I was freed from my
addiction." Sir Anthony Hopkins "His skill is in
removing the psychological dependence." The
Sunday Times
Change is difficult; losing weight, cutting down
drinking, improving relationships, stopping smoking,
increasing self-esteem, eating healthily and dealing
with anxiety are all really, really difficult. This series
of self-help workbooks will help you make all of
these changes. Each workbook has been carefully
devised by a small group of specialists to ensure that
you make lasting changes as fast as possible. Each
program uses tried and tested research based
exercises and techniques from Motivational
Psychology. The workbooks in this series are: Cut
Down Drinking: A 14 Day Self Help Program
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Relationship Doctor: A 14 Day Self Help Program
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That Will Help You Fix and Avoid Relationship
Problems Pass Exams Without Anxiety: A 9 Step
Program Deliver Great Presentations: An 8 Step
Program Pocket Psychologist: Diagnose Your Own
(And Everyone Else’s) Personality Problems Take
Control of your Body and Your Life: A 21 Day
Program Stop Smoking: A 14 Day Program* All of
these programs have been carefully devised by The
Life Change People (www.thelifechangepeople.com)
who offer bespoke Life Coaching, Counselling and
Couples Therapy Holidays in Thailand. Please do
contact us through our website if you would like to
talk to us more about making changes in your life.
• Vaping is 95% less harmful than smoking • Vaping
lets you keep your routine, without harmful toxins •
Vaping simulates the hit and feeling of a cigarette •
Most vapes start from just a few dollars • No one
has ever died from vaping eliquid • Nicotine doesn’t
cause cancer • Doctors in the UK, AU, and NZ
support the use of vaping as a cessation method
‘Quit Smoking With Vaping’ is an easy-to-digest
eBook about quitting cigarettes for good by switching
to a healthier alternative like vaping. This eBook is
based on scientific evidence and my own personal
journey. Being a smoker of 15 years, I struggled to
successfully quit smoking using mainstream
products like chewing gum, patches, and inhalers.
That was until someone introduced me to vaping. I
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was initially skeptical about vaping and didn’t
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understand much about it. But after just one month
of vaping, I no longer wanted to smoke cigarettes.
The urge was gone and I haven’t touched one
since. After doing some research, I found out that
vaping is 95% safer than smoking. This prompted
me to create an online blog (wevapemods.com), to
help educate other struggling smokers about vaping.
I’ve been writing vape articles for 3 years now and
as a result, have helped countless smokers give up
cigarettes. In saying that, I do come across quite a
few smokers who are still reluctant to try out vaping.
Vaping can appear complicated and confusing on
the surface. It can also be intimidating for some
people. I’ll be the first to admit there’s a steep
learning curve. That’s why I created this detailed
guide. After reading this ebook, you should have all
the information you need to successfully quit
smoking with vaping.
Quit Smoking Naturally: Tons of Quit Smoking Tips
That Will Help You Quit Smoking Now and Quit
Smoking Forever! Are you sick and tired of being a
slave to nicotine? Are you prepared to take the
ultimate step in your personal development? If you're
prepared then read on! This book is not a lecture
about how bad smoking is for you. I will not bore you
with data that you've heard thousands of times. This
book will provide you with applicable tips and
strategies that will help you kick the worst habit of
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them all. Here is A Preview of "Quit Smoking
Carrs Easyway
Naturally" -My Story -Facing Reality -Separation
-Breaking The Chains -Golden Tips -All About You
-Crushing The Urge -GAME PLAN -Perks -Our
Strange Brain -Never Too Late -Quit Motivation -Life
Restored -Nicotine Free At Last FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY If you're sick of having your life run by
cigarettes, it's time for you to make a change. Stop
hesitating and take action! Once you succeed at
beating your nicotine addiction, life becomes
infinitely better and I want to help you to reach that
point. Want to Know More? Download "Quit Smoking
Naturally" today and let me help you become a
quitter!
You are about to read one of the most important
books of your life. This is a bold statement, but
deciding to quit smoking will provide you with a
healthier and overall better life. Quitting smoking is
not an easy task and often times requires some
assistance. That is why I wrote the book Quit
Smoking Today. Here is what you can expect from
this book:- Reliable and authoritative information on
how to quit smoking for life.- Learn the things that
trigger your smoking habit and how to avoid these
triggers.- How to formulate a personal "Stop
Smoking Plan".- How to stay focused and quit
smoking one day at a time.Did you know that each
year an estimated 443,000 people die prematurely
from smoking and an additional 8.6 million people
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live their lives with serious illnesses caused by
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smoking? Quitting smoking can be very challenging
but you can be free from cigarettes if you choose.
Take back your health and your finances today by
reading this book.
The Easyway method is as successful for women as
it is for men, but many of the issues are perceived
differently by women - as their questions in Easyway
sessions reveal - and particular difficulties face
women who want to quit the habit. Drawing on years
of experience at Easyway clinics, this classic work
examines these difficulties - engagin...
Every 8 seconds a life is lost because of tobacco
addiction. Are you shocked? You should be! It is
estimated that by the end of this century 1 BILLION
people will die because of tobacco related diseases.
That's 1 BILLION people! These stats prove that
NOW is the time to quit smoking and not temporarily
but FOREVER. If you smoke and are reading this
well done! You are taking active steps to ensure that
you do not fall victim to the perils of smoking. Are
you sick of your addiction but overwhelmed at the
prospect of giving up? Maybe you've already tried
many times to quit but just can't seem to stick at it.
Don't worry, this book is going to teach you all that
you need to know about giving up smoking
successfully. Here are some of the things you will
learn in the book:*Exactly why nicotine is addictive
and why you must stop smoking immediately *How
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to create your personal SSP (stop smoking program)
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*How to identify and fix your smoking triggers *The 4
stages of smoking abstinence: The stages you must
go through to successfully quit smoking for good *
How to handle relapses This book contains proven
strategies and incredible tips that will guide you
through your journey to quit your cigarette habit and
help set you on a path to more healthy, vibrant and
worry-free life. You deserve it! Do not miss this
potentially life changing opportunity! DO NOT wait
for tomorrow. Pick up a copy of this book today and
take your life back!
Are you ready to quit? Would you like to make your
life happier, healthier and wealthier? There is a way
to stop smoking cigarettes that is simple, stress free
and permanent. Combining the latest research with
simple and practical techniques, this groundbreaking
book provides a new approach that will allow you to
stop smoking once and for all. Quit for Life will: give
you new insight into why so many people struggle to
quit, and how you can avoid that struggle explain the
true nature of nicotine addiction, and how easy it can
be to overcome introduce you to Mindfulness – a
quick, simple and highly effective technique for
dealing with any cravings or other uncomfortable
sensations that may arise once you stop smoking
allow you to quit smoking without gaining weight help
you to remain a happy, stress-free non-smoker for
the rest of your life So if you've has enough of being
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a smoker, now is the time for change. Quit for Life
Carrs Easyway
will help you stop smoking – simply, without stress,
forever. Visit the website quitforlifethebook.com.au
Do you wish you didn't smoke? Do you feel smoking
or other addictions might be holding you back from
becoming who you were born to be? With this book
you can discover how to release the part of you that
doesn't need to smoke and enjoy your life to the full.
This acclaimed 12-week programme, in which you
go on smoking for the first four weeks, guides you
through the stages of change to discovering
freedom, fulfilment and good fortune. It debunks the
myth 'I can't stop smoking' that keeps many smokers
stuck and helps you to believe in yourself. It shows
you step-by-step how to: Set out on your personal
journey beyond addiction; Resolve your
ambivalence: 'I want to smoke' vs 'I don't want to
smoke'; Plan your quitting strategies; Undo much of
the harm of smoking; Enhance your quality of life,
relationships, career and wealth; Improve your
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health.
Looking for a great gift to show your appreciation
and support for a friend? Need a new journal in your
life? This unique funny notebook / journal is the
perfect way to express your love and gratitude to
your friends and family! Filled with 50+ double sided
sheets (110 writing pages!) of lined paper, this
inspirational notebook with motivational quote makes
a memorable useful present for anybody. Give your
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friend an inspiring gift they will remember! With a
Carrs Easyway
beautiful matte, full-color paperback cover, this cute
lined notebook can be used as a diary to record all
your creative stories. High quality ruled journal of
ideal size suitable for kids, women or men to write.
Best cool small gift under $10! Desired Awesome
Journals are perfect for: Birthday Christmas Gifts
New Job Gift Colleague/ Co-worker/ Boss Gifts
Journals & Planners Doodle Diaries Homeschool
Planners for Kids Creative Writing Notebooks Gifts
for Mom Dad, Grandma Grandpa, Cousins, Brother
Sister Retirement Gifts School Notebooks Student
Graduation Gifts Teacher Thank You Gifts Mom
Daughter Journal Journaling For Kids Book Lover
Souvenir Novelty Blank Scrapbook Monthly Project
Tracker Practical Plan Checklist And much
more........ Place your order today!
Give up smoking and vaping for good Most people
know that smoking is bad for their health and believe
vaping is a better alternative. Now, vaping has
become a national epidemic and shows no sign of
slowing. Quitting Smoking & Vaping For Dummies
delivers facts about the differences between
smoking and vaping, the effects on their short-term
and long-term health, and how addiction works.
Whether you’re a smoker or a vaper, or have a
loved one that needs to break the habit, this trusted
guidebook walks you through building a personal
quitting plan. Offering information on new and
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effective medication treatments, Cognitive Behavior
Carrs Easyway
Therapy (CBT), and building resilience, it sets you or
a family member on the path to recovery. This book
breaks down the psychology of your addiction so you
can identify the methods that are most useful and
effective for becoming smoke free for good. Start
your recovery today, and look forward to a long and
healthy life. Inside • Determine your quit day •
Change thought patterns • Explain the dangers of
vaping to children/teens • Avoid or move past
relapses • Recognize the risks • Deal with triggers •
Help a loved one quit
Shift workers shall choose their own destiny! While
shift work is prospectively related to increased
cigarette consumption, which then leads to further
health complications, you can choose your own path
to stop smoking. Whether it is for your health, your
friends, your family, or anything, let this journal
accompany and help in your quit journey. You may
want to have the stay-off cigarette plan on your own,
or under the treatment or therapy program with your
doctor. The journal is your assistant, who not only
helps you identify tough times, but also helps
motivate your mind. Self-tracking each cigarette you
smoke can be very useful in revealing the triggers,
your smoking patterns, a cessation plan that fits for
you, and your progress against the plan. Features
included are; handy 6x9 inch, paperback with matte
finished cover 140 pages, for 14+90 days SelfPage 23/29
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assessment to understand your smoking habits and
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your intention to quit Quick summary about the quit
plan, nicotine withdrawal, and self-preparations Your
personal plan for picking the date, daily health
strategies, and craving measures Encouraged
3-month goal setting and monitoring Daily log to
keep track of each cigarette, during the 2- week
preparation period, and the next 90 days, in an easy
and comprehensive 24-hour tabular format Note
space at end of every week to write about your
feeling, symptoms, and so on We hope this journal
could be a small part bringing to you joys, and
improving things around. This journal is part of The
night shift DNA book series, which include the
following; I'm on duty, Ruled notebook I'm on duty,
Ruled, grid, and dot grid notebook I'm on duty,
Ruled, grid, and isometric notebook, for 2D and 3D
sketching, drawing, and design I'm on duty, Ruled,
grid (2 sizes), and hex grid (2 sizes) notebook, for
creative craft and pattern design, such as patchwork,
knitting, quilting, cross stitch, weaving, tile and
tessellation ideas I'm on duty, Ruled, grid, and hex
grid (3 sizes) notebook, to take note for puzzles,
board games, and role-playing games (RPG's)
Planner, an undated 24-hour planner for shift
workers to begin using it at any time of a year Make
your own comics, to unleash your creativity into a
graphic novel Healthy owl - everyday healthcare
journal, for daily self-management and care in
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general Get well soon - chronic illness care selfCarrs Easyway
management journal, for night owls with multiple
chronic conditions (MCC) Insomniac - sleep care selfmanagement journal, for night owls with poor sleep
habits Non-smoking owl - quit smoking selfmanagement journal, for your smoking farewell
journey Diabetic owl - a quick and comprehensive
log journal, for tracking blood glucose, insulin, diet,
and activities daily Sugar, up and down - a visualized
diabetes log journal with 24-hour chart for the rise
and fall pattern analysis
READ THIS BOOK NOW AND BECOME A HAPPY
NONSMOKER FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE.
This book is the most up-to-date, cutting-edge, bestpractice version of Allen Carr's Easyway to Stop
Smoking method that will not only set you free from
smoking, but will also insure that you find it easy and
even enjoyable to quit. • Without using willpower,
aids, substitutes, or gimmicks • Without gaining
weight • Without suffering anxiety, depression, or
unpleasant withdrawal symptoms This book is
designed to help busy smokers, who appreciate
clear no-nonsense guidance. Allen Carr's Easy Way
to Quit Smoking gives you a structured, easy-tofollow method for quitting quickly, painlessly, and
immediately. If you're someone who uses any
nicotine product other than cigarettes, this book will
also work perfectly for you. What people say about
Allen Carr's Easyway method: "Allen Carr's
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international bestseller...has helped countless
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people quit." Time Out New York "I read this book
and quit smoking instantly" Nikki Glaser "The Allen
Carr program was nothing short of a miracle."
Anjelica Huston "It was such a revelation that
instantly I was freed from my addiction." Sir Anthony
Hopkins "His skill is in removing the psychological
dependence." The Sunday Times
This guide will help you to give up smoking. You can
even smoke while you read, because this will be
your last one :-) There are no scare tactics, you will
not gain weight and it will not feel like deprivation. If
you do not stop smoking, your money back is
guaranteed! Grab your copy now!
How to quit smoking? Every smoker thinks about it
from time to time. According to official statistics, at
least 35% of the Russian population is addicted to
smoking, and millions of people are searching for an
answer to this question. So, how do you quit
smoking? The author shares what he’s learned from
his 35 years of smoking – the knowledge he gained
during this time and his method for breaking nicotine
addiction. The way to quit smoking is presented in a
simple manner but requires punctuality, discipline
and regularity.
So, you want to quit smoking? But you are afraid?
Maybe in the past you have quit smoking, only to
return to smoking once again. Feeling frustrated with
the failed attempts to quit smoking? Does withdrawal
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symptoms keep you from quitting? That was me ten
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years ago, when I finally put together a program that
worked for me. There is an easier way than to quit
"Cold Turkey." You don't have to suffer with intense
withdrawal symptoms. After spending several years
counseling individuals with addiction and my
extensive experience with behavioral therapies this
program was developed to help me to quit. Now, I
am sharing it with you because I believe you too can
quit using this same program. Are you ready to quit
smoking? Grab this book and get started today!
GIVING UP SMOKING. The Allen Carr Easyway
method has helped millions of people to stop
smoking. This is the first interactive Allen Carr title,
which reproduces the revolutionary Allen Carr
session in book form - you are your own therapist.
Filling in the form on the page, you write your own
story of how you came to smoke, listing all your
reasons for smoking and your fears about life without
smoking. Guided by the text and interactive format,
readers come to recognise the truth about smoking,
and in particular their smoking, by writing down their
own beliefs, aspirations and insights as they go
along. Towards the end of the book you are asked to
rewrite the story of your life as a smoker with a
positive ending.
HOW TO STOP SMOKING AND HAVE A FREE
LIFE AT THE SAME TIME, EVEN IF YOU CANNOT
EVEN IMAGINE HOW YET Around 6.5 trillion
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cigarettes are sold worldwide each year, which
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translates to roughly 18 billion cigarettes smoked per
day. Current Health Statistics: Tobacco today kills
around half of all smokers. Globally, tobacco causes
six million deaths per year. That's one death every
five seconds. Around 25% of all heart disease
deaths and 75% of lung disease deaths are directly
attributed to smoking irrespective of any other cause.
Every day, 3,200 Americans under 18 will light up
their first cigarette. IS THAT ENOUGH FOR YOU?
Life is also too complicated, addictions do nothing
but further hinder our well-being. Would you like to
discover the most just and free way to live? Even if
you have no idea how to do it, this book will help you
by providing some simple rules to follow to overcome
all your addictions quickly and effectively. And in no
time your life will become free! In this self-help guide,
you'll find simple steps to start to stop smoking and
consolidate your new healthy habits in a very short
time and by using a clear and precise method. In the
book, Stop Smoking, Quit Smoking With 10 Proven
Steps By Ryan O'Connor, you'll discover: List Your
Personal Reasons to Stop Smoking Plan your
quitting strategy Hypnosis to Quit Smoking Discuss
Your Intention to Stop Cigarettes With EVERY
PERSON IN YOUR LIFE 10 steps to Show You How
To Quit Smoking Seek out help from others who
have quit before you Tips And Advice to Quit
Smoking Ease your living, gain free time, boost your
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successes, sleep more - the solution is to stop
Carrs Easyway
smoking now! This book is best for: Everyone who
wants to organize their life in an efficient and easy
way without addictions People who have been
smoking for a long time and want to quit Scroll up to
the top of the page and click on "BUY NOW WITH
1-CLICK", and START YOUR JOURNEY TO QUIT
SMOKING Get Your Copy NOW !
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